Abstract. We propose two declarative debuggers of missing answers with respect to C-and S-semantics. The debuggers are proved correct for every logic program. Moreover, they are complete and terminating with respect to a large class of programs, namely acceptable logic programs. The debuggers enhance existing proposals, which su er from a problem due to the implementation of negation as failure. The proposed solution exploits decision procedures for C-and S-semantics introduced in 9].
Introduction
Declarative debugging is concerned with nding errors that cause anomalies during the execution of a program starting from some information on the intended semantics of the program. In logic programming systems, a query which is valid in the intended meaning of a program but that is not in its actual semantics is an anomaly called missing answer. A missing answer originates from a \failure" in the construction of a proof tree for a valid query. The reason of such a failure is the presence of uncovered atoms, i.e. of atoms A in the intended interpretation of the program, for which there is no clause instance whose head is A and whose body is true in the intended interpretation. In other words, there is no immediate justi cation in the program in order to deduce A.
The role of a declarative debugger is to nd out uncovered atoms starting from missing answers, which are usually detected during the testing phase, and from the intended semantics of the program. In this paper, we concentrate on the C-semantics of Falaschi et al. 5] (or least term model semantics of Clark 3] ) and on the S-semantics of Falaschi et al. 6] .
Many debuggers in the literature nd uncovered atoms starting from missing answers that have a nitely failed SLD-tree. As we will point out, the assumption that missing answers have nitely failed SLD-trees is restrictive in some cases, and it is due to a well-known limitation of the negation as failure rule. We show that restriction in the case of Shapiro's debugger 10] 8, Debugger S.I].
In this paper, we propose two declarative debuggers of missing answers for C-and S-semantics that are correct for any program, and complete and terminating for a large class of logic programs, namely acceptable programs 2]. The implementations of the debuggers rely on decidability procedures for C-and S-semantics which are adapted from 9].
Compared with Shapiro's approach, the debugger for C-semantics relaxes the assumption that the missing answers in input have nitely failed SLD-trees. In addition, we show that a smaller search space is considered.
The debugger for S-semantics is derived by applying the insights underlying the construction of that for C-semantics to the theory of S-semantics. The only approach on debugging of missing answers with respect to S-semantics is due to Comini et al. 4] . They introduce a method for nding all uncovered atoms starting from the intended interpretation of an acceptable program. However, their approach is e ective i the intended interpretation is a nite set, whilst we make a weaker assumption.
Preliminaries We use in this paper the standard notation of Apt 1] , when not speci ed otherwise. In particular, we use queries instead of goals. We denote by L the underlying language a program is de ned on. Atom L denotes the set of atoms on L, B L the Herbrand base on L. Usually, one considers L = L P . ground L (P ) denotes the set of ground instances of clauses from P. LD-resolution is SLDresolution together the leftmost selection rule. An atom is called pure if it is of the form p(x 1 ; : : : ; x n ) where x 1 ; : : : ; x n are di erent variables. N is the set of natural numbers. For a ground term t, ll(t) = ll(t1)+1 if t = t2jt1] and ll(t) = 0 otherwise, i.e. ll is the list-length function.
Program Semantics and Missing Answers
Several declarative semantics have been considered as alternatives to the standard least Herbrand model. We focus on two of them, namely C-semantics of Falaschi et al. 5] (also known as the least term model of Clark 3] ) and Ssemantics of Falaschi et al. 6] .
De nition 1. For a logic program P we de ne C(P) = f A 2 Atom L j P j = A g S(P) = f A 2 Atom L j A is a computed instance of a pure atom g: 2
By correctness of SLD-resolution, we observe that S(P) C(P). To each semantics is associated a continuous immediate consequence operator. For a program P, the least xpoint of T C P , C(P), and the upward ordinal closure T C P " ! coin- is not a missing answer. In general, unnecessary questions are addressed to the oracle, in the sense that the search space includes queries that are not missing answers, and then cannot lead to an uncovered atom.
Acceptable programs
In this section, we introduce acceptable logic programs, a well-known large class for which we provide a decision procedure for C-and S-semantics. We are now in the position to recall the de nition of acceptable logic programs, introduced by Apt and Pedreschi 2]. Intuitively, the de nition of acceptability requires that for every clause, the level of the head of any of its ground instances is greater than the level of each atom in the body which might be selected further in a LD-derivation. Suppose now that the variable X in clause (p2) has been erroneously typed in lower case, and let PREORDER 0 be PREORDER where (p2) is replaced by:
The Framework
PREORDER 0 is still acceptable by the same j j and I. Note that preorder(tree(E, leaf(X), leaf(Y)), E, X, Y]) is a missing answer w.r.t. C and S-semantics.
However, the query has no nitely failed SLD-tree. In particular, Shapiro's debugger is not able to nd an uncovered atom starting from it. Other examples of acceptable programs are Program 2 and Program 3.
Decision Procedures
We sum up the decidability properties of acceptable programs we are interested in by means of the following Lemma reported from 9].
Theorem 7. Let P be an acceptable program.
Every LD-derivation for P and any ground query (in any language) is nite.
Moreover, C(P) and S(P) are decidable sets. 2
The decision procedure for C-and S-semantics will be the crucial in the debugging approach of this paper. Interestingly, they have a natural implementation in the logic programming paradigm itself as Prolog meta-programs. is nite.
Next we present the procedure for C-semantics. Given a program P and an atom A, in c(A) succeeds i A 2 C(P). Moreover, if P is acceptable then every
augmented by P. Program 6 5 Declarative Debuggers
C-semantics
We revise the Shapiro's debugger, by integrating the decision procedure in c within it.
(o) missing answers c(Q, Goal) miss(Q, Goal1), melt(Goal1, Goal). The proof proceeds by induction on the number n of calls to miss in a refutation.
(n = 1). Goal can be only instantiated by applying rule (iv). Then there is no clause instance A1 B whose body is in I 0 , i.e. A1 6 2 T C P (I 0 ), and A1 is obtained by freezing A, hence A1 in I 0 . Then Goal is instantiated by an uncovered atom.
(n > 1). We show that the hypothesis of the theorem holds for calls to miss in clauses (i, ii, iii).
(i) Since not( in c(A) ) succeeds, A is not in C(P) albeit by hypothesis it is in I 0 . Therefore, A is a missing answer.
(ii) Since in c(A) succeeds, A is in C(P). Therefore, B must be a missing answer.
(iii) A1 B is a clause instance such that A1 is obtained by freezing A and B is in I 0 . By the Theorem on Constants, A is not in C(P) implies A1 not in C(P). As a consequence B is not in C(P). Otherwise, by De nition 2, A1
would be in T C P (C(P )) = C(P): Therefore, the call miss(B, Goal) satis es the inductive hypothesis, i.e. B is a missing answer.
In conclusion, the call miss(Q, Goal1) in (o) instantiates Goal1 with an uncovered atom Goal1 on L 0 . By melting the frozen variables of Goal1, we obtain an atom Goal on L such that Goal is in I (since Goal1 is in I 0 ) but not in T C P (I) (otherwise Goal1 would be in T C P (I 0 ), i.e. Goal is uncovered. 2
Restricting the attention to acceptable programs, we are in the position to show completeness of the debugger. We make the further hypothesis that there are nitely many oracle's answers for Q, i.e that there are nitely many LD-derivations for every call to valid c during a LD-derivation for missing answers c( Q], Goal).
Theorem 9 (C-Completeness). Let P be an acceptable program, and Q a missing answer w.r.t. C-semantics such that there are nitely many oracle's answers for Q. Then there exists a LD-computed instance of missing answers c( Q], Goal).
Proof. Reasoning as in the proof of Theorem 8, we can assume a language with in nitely many constants.
We observe that every pre x of a LD-derivation for Q is nite if the variables of Q are never instantiated along . In fact, let be a substitution of the variables of Q with new distinct constants. If there is an in nite pre x of a LD-derivation for Q such that the variables of Q are never instantiated along , then would be an in nite pre x of a LD-derivation for Q . This is impossible by Theorem 7, since Q is ground. We denote by d Q the maximum length of a pre x of a LD-derivation for Q that does not instantiate any variable of Q.
The proof proceeds by induction on d Q .
(d Q = 1). Let A be the leftmost atom in Q. We claim that A 6 2 C(P). Otherwise, by strong completeness of SLD-resolution, there exists a LD-refutation for A that does not instantiate any variable of A. As a consequence, d Q > 1. Therefore, A is a missing answer. By applying clause (i) the query miss(A, Goal) is resolved. We now distinguish two cases: either A is or not a variant of the head of a clause instance A1 B such that B is in the intended interpretation I. In the latter case, by resolving miss(A, Goal) with clause (iv) we get a refutation, since there are nitely many oracle answers.
In the former case, A uni es with a clause head without instantiating its variables, and then d A > 1 and d Q > 1. In conclusion, the former case is impossible.
(d Q > 1). Let A be the leftmost atom in Q = D; A; E such that A 6 2 C(P). Again, we distinguish two cases: either A is or not a variant of the head a clause instance of P such that the body is in the intended interpretation I. In the latter case, by resolving miss(A, Goal) with clause (iv) we get a refutation, since there are nitely many oracle answers.
In 
S-semantics
We observe that clauses (iii, iv) of Program 7 followed directly from the denition of uncovered atoms (De nition 4) and the de nition of T C P (De nition 2).
We derive the debugger for S-semantics similarly, but considering now T S P .
(o) missing answers s(Q, Goal) miss(Q, Goal). r(a,c), r(a,c) ). valid s (r(b,X), r(b,Y) A call missing answers s( p(c),s], A) has a nite LD-tree, and returns the uncovered atom q(a). The debugger is correct for every logic program.
Theorem 11 (S-Correctness). Let P be a program, and Q a missing answer w.r.t. S-semantics. If missing answers s( Q], Goal) has a LD-computed instance missing answers s( Q], Goal) then Goal is an uncovered atom. Proof. The proof is by induction on the number n of calls to miss in a refutation.
(n = 1). Goal can be only instantiated by applying rule (iv), i.e. if Q is an atom and there is no clause A1 B whose body uni es with a query in the intended interpretation I with mgu and A1 is a variant of Q, namely if Q 6 2 T S P (I).
(i) Since not( in s(A) ) succeeds, A is not in S(P) albeit by hypothesis it is in I. Therefore, A is a missing answer.
(ii) Since in s(A) succeeds, A is in S(P). Therefore, B must be a missing succeeds. Then there exists a renamed apart clause A1 B such that = mgu(B; C) for some C in I and A1 is a variant of A. Since A is not in S(P), then C is not in in S(P). Otherwise, by De nition 2, A would be in T S P (S(P )) = S(P): Summarizing, by de nition of valid s C is in I, and we showed that C is not in S(P). Therefore, the call miss(C, Goal) satis es the inductive hypothesis, i.e. C is a missing answer.
2
Restricting the attention to acceptable programs, we are in the position to show completeness of the debugger. Also, we assume that there are nitely many oracle's answers. Formally, we say that there are nitely many oracle's answers for Q i there are nitely many LD-derivations for every call to valid s during a LD-derivation for missing answers s( Q], Goal).
Theorem 12 (S-Completeness). Let P be an acceptable program, and Q a missing answer w.r.t. S-semantics such that there are nitely many oracle's answers.
Then there exists a LD-computed instance of missing answers s( Q], Goal).
Proof. As shown in the proof of Theorem 9, every pre x of a LD-derivation for Q is nite if the variables of Q are never instantiated along . We denote by d Q the maximum length of a pre x of a LD-derivation for Q that does not instantiate any variable of Q. The proof proceeds by induction on d Q .
(d Q = 1). Let A be the leftmost atom in Q. We claim that A 6 2 S(P). Otherwise A 2 C(P). Then by strong completeness of SLD-resolution, there exists a LD-refutation for A that does not instantiate any variable of A. As a consequence, d Q > 1.
Therefore, A is a missing answer. By applying clause (i) the query miss(A, Goal) is resolved. We now distinguish two cases: either A is or not a variant of A1 where A1 B is a clause of P and = mgu(B; C) for some C in I. In the latter case, we observe that by resolving miss(A, Goal) with clause (iv) we get a refutation, since there are nitely many oracle answers. In the former case, A uni es with a clause head without instantiating its variables, and then d A > 1 and d Q > 1. In conclusion, the latter case is impossible.
(d Q > 1). Let A be the leftmost atom in Q = D; A; E such that A 6 2 S(P). Again, we distinguish two cases: either A is or not a variant of A1 where c : A1 B is a clause of P and = mgu(B; C) for some C in I. In the latter case, we observe that by resolving miss(A, Goal) with clause (iv) we get a refutation, since there are nitely many oracle answers.
In the former case, clause (iii) is applicable and miss(C, Goal) is eventually resolved. In fact, by de nition of valid s, the query pure(A, A1), clause(A1, B), valid s(B, C), variants(A, A1) succeeds under the stated hypothesis.
As shown in the proof of Theorem 8, C cannot be in S(P), otherwise A would be in S(P), and then C is a missing answer. We claim that d A > d C .
Let be the pre x of a LD-derivation for P and C that does not instantiate any variable of C. Since A and A1 are variants, then there exists a renaming substitution such that A = A1 . Moreover, A C is an instance of c. Let be a substitution mapping all variables of A C into distinct fresh constants. Since no variable of C is instantiated in , then there exists a pre x 0 of a LD-derivation for C of the same length of . We observe that the LD-resolvent of A and c is more general than C , since A C is an instance of c. Therefore, there exists a pre x 00 of a LD-derivation for A longer than 0 . By substituting in 00 , every fresh constant introduced by with the variable it replaced, we get a pre x of a LD-derivation for P and A that does not instantiate any variable of A and whose length is greater than that of . Summarizing, C is a missing answer and d Q d A > d C . Therefore we can apply the inductive hypothesis on C to obtain the conclusion of the Theorem.
Finally, we have termination of the debugger.
Theorem 13 (S-Termination). Let A non-constructive proof has been established by Comini et al. 4 ] also in the case that there are not nitely many oracle's answers. Indeed, the proofs of Theorems 9 and 12 (non-constructively) show that result if we remove the hypothesis that there are nitely many oracle's answers.
Bounded Programs A declarative characterization of a class larger than acceptable programs is considered in 9], namely the class of bounded logic programs, and a decision procedure is provided with respect to C-and S-semantics.
Unfortunately, the overall approach presented in this paper cannot be extended to bounded programs. The main problem is that Theorem 14 does not hold for bounded program, in general. As an example, p is a missing answer for the following (bounded) program, but there is no uncovered atom. Future work is aimed at extending the ideas and the results presented here to larger classes of logic programs, by investigating subclasses of bounded programs.
Conclusions We presented two declarative debuggers of missing answers with respect to C-and S-semantics. They are correct for any program, and complete and terminating for a large class of logic programs. The implementations of the debuggers rely on decidability procedures for C-and S-semantics which are adapted from 9]. The results presented in this paper improve on Shapiro's and Ferrand's proposals for completeness and termination. Moreover, e ciency is improved in the following sense. As shown in Theorem 8, only calls miss( Q], Goal) where Q is a missing answer are made. On the contrary, from the example Program 3, we realize that Shapiro's and Ferrand's debuggers search space include queries that are not missing answers, and then cannot lead to uncovered atoms.
Also, we introduced a debugger for S-semantics. The only approach to debugging of missing answers w.r.t. S-semantics is due to Comini et al. 4 ]. They present a method for nding all uncovered atoms starting from the intended interpretation I of an acceptable program. However, the approach of Comini et al. is e ective i I is a nite set, whilst we require a weaker condition, namely that there are nitely many oracle's answers.
